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     For most, the first ten minutes of the day is slow and 
foggy.  What if we were to discipline ourselves to get the 
very most of this critical time?  In golf, the first two holes 
of a round often define how the entire round will go.  
“Momentum” is one of those critical subjective concepts.  I 
can think of nothing more important than how we start each 
and every day.  If we start with the right thoughts, our day 
is much more likely to produce the results we intend.  Ten 
minutes, ten thoughts, with a result that will yield ten fold.   
 
     Each thought is tied to a “trigger” action.  This every 
morning behavior triggers the corresponding thought 
discipline.  The specific action itself is not important, it 
only serves as a trigger to help you remember the thought 
for that minute.  Listed below are ten actions you and I do 
every morning.  For me, these actions are in the first ten 
minutes of every day.  You may need to tie the thought to a 
different trigger action.  The important thing is that the “ten 
critical thoughts” are a part of the first ten minutes of every 
day….so tie it to any trigger that serves you.  Try this for a 
year and see if you do not see exponential changes in your 
productivity and your overall attitude.  
 



 
1. When the alarm goes off: 

 
-Make the first thought of your day be a thought of 
thankfulness.  Elaborate in your mind that days “thankful 
awareness”.  An attitude of thankfulness and gratitude sets 
the table with just the right amount of humility.  We are 
where we are as a result of a ton of things going our way.   
Abie Label delivered a quote to me that I will never forget.  
I am not sure the original author, but it went something like 
this….”I felt sorry for my lot in that I had no shoes, and 
there before me a man with no feet.”  We can always, if it 
is our heart felt intention, find a multitude of things to be 
thankful for.  Reference one, and give it the first sixty 
seconds of your waking thought.  
 

2. As I am making my way to the rest room: 
 
-With no metaphor intended, the second thought of the day 
is to choose to leave behind something from yesterday.  
Some frustration, some anger, some attitude, or 
confrontation.  Clear your mind and your hard drive of 
yesterday’s irritations or effort gone bad.  Today is a new 
day.  Let go of any encumbrance or worry that is on your 
mind.  Worry is the greatest energy thief.  It takes from us, 
but gives nothing productive in exchange.  In this second 
minute, clean the slate of any negative emotions, attitudes, 
angers, or worries.   
 
 
 



3. As I step into the shower: 
 
-I make a decision during this third minute of who I am 
going to call today that is in my life’s inner circle.  This call 
will be to family or a very close friend.  The purpose of the 
call is simply to see how they are….to be interested in their 
life.  No other agenda exists, just simple caring for those 
who truly care for you.  Like tenants, we seem to give our 
attention only to the troublesome ones and we tend to 
forget those who day in and day out are really exceptional.  
In the third minute, I will commit to calling a specific 
person who is investing in me.  This is my way of making 
sure their investment is a fair exchange.   
 

4. As I brush my teeth (still in the shower): 
 
-In this minute I will decide who I will call that is a solid 
acquaintance….personal or business…that I have not heard 
from in a while.  A call like this from out of the blue can 
ignite and inspire action and connection.  In my life, the list 
is really easy.  I pick a power player that I have not heard 
from in a while and I call just to check in and see how they 
are.  In a world of mass e-mails and facebook, getting a 
personal call just to check in is meaningful.  This 
discipline, although not apparent in that moment, will over 
time serve to build strong connections both in business and 
in our personal lives.   
 
 
 
 



5. As I comb my hair: 
 
-It is hard to comb ones hair without looking in the mirror.  
This “looking in the mirror” is my clue for the fifth minute 
thought of the day.  As I look in the mirror, I ask myself the 
question of change.  What is the one thing I want to make 
progress improving about myself today?  Break down this 
big thought into one simple action item.  Think of it as a 
grain of sand on the beach of change.  What one small 
thing could I do today that would move me to a better more 
healthy more happy self?  Commit to taking action in this 
regard….today! 
 

6. As I am getting dressed: 
 
-What one phone call am I going to make today that will be 
well placed and ask a direct business question of 
proposition?  Who will I call….what will I ask?  If I made 
no other business call today…what is the one call I will 
make….to whom…and what will I ask?  I need this name 
and question clear in my mind.  It becomes the single most 
important business action item of the day.   
 

7. As I am putting my shoes on: 
 
-In this minute, much like minute six, I make a decision on 
the one task that I will achieve today.  A report that is due, 
an article that needs to be completed, a purchase and sale 
agreement that needs to be sent….What one action task is 
going off my list today…hell or high water!!  Often times 
we make lists of all there is “To Do” and nothing gets 



completed.  In this seventh minute, we declare what is the 
one thing that we WILL DO and we will get it done in that 
day!!  We can hope for more task accomplishments in the 
day, but we have set our sights on one no excuse task to be 
completed IN THIS DAY!   
 
 8.  As I put my watch on: 
 
In this minute, I talk out loud to myself making a statement 
of affirmation.  “This is going to be a full day, and if 
anyone can pull of a successful landing, it is you.”  
Something just this simple sets the confidence / attitude in 
motion.  Nothing great happens outside of confidence and 
the right attitude.  We are either our best advocate or 
greatest anchor.  As we become habitual about affirming   
our self in our own voice out loud, we train our 
subconscious mind to talk to us in like manner.  It is this 
inner voice we respond to throughout the day without even 
noticing it.  This discipline in minute eight of your day 
sends a message to the subconscious….”talk to me this 
way, or don’t say anything at all.” 
 
 

9.  As I take my morning vitamins and meds: 
 
On minute nine of my day, I visualize my “why”.  I get my 
“why” perspective.  I remember the inverted funnel, and 
remind myself why I do what I do, and what really matters.  
Every action, task, thought, plan, endeavor should be tied 
to an ultimate “why”.  I think on my why and visualize 
everything I am about to do in this day as a road leading to 



the bigger reason….all small roads leading into the core 
hub of what really matters to me.  As I work through the 
disciplines of my day, having a clear picture of how those 
tasks are connected to my “why” is really what creates 
sustainability of action and consistency of enthusiasm.  In 
this ninth minute of the day…..I close my eyes for one 
quick second and see again my reason for being.  
 

10. As I say goodbye to my bride: 
 
I ask her what I can do today that would make her life 
better.  I try to be aware of how she is feeling and what is 
on her plate for the day.  I think on what I can do to let her 
know how much I love her and how much I care.  As you 
might have guessed, this minute is closely tied to the last 
for me, but dialed in that much further.  If she says…”can 
you…..”  the simple answer is yes.  I am afraid to say that 
in times past I have found myself swept up allowing other 
things less important to command my time, focus, and 
attention.  This does not happen now.  I keep the main thing 
the main thing.  The license plate on my truck reads 
“MAJERS”  I major in the majors.  “M, Montana, A, Amy, 
J, Joel, E, Everest, R, Rain, S, Shauna.”   On the tenth 
minute of the morning, I ask what I can do to invest in the 
most important person in my life.  The day works around 
this.  It trumps all other goals and objectives.  
 
     I have recently been given a book entitled “The 
Compound Effect” by Darren Hardy.  The main point of 
the book is simply how small actions of discipline over 
time lead to huge changes.  I would encourage you to read 



this book.  The ten simple disciplines outlined in this article 
constitute the type of disciplines that make such a 
difference.  My very best to you as you personalize this to 
your morning routine, and strive to make the first ten 
minutes of the day a habit of setting the stage for great 
endeavor.   
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


